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CEA.PTER I
INTROD1JCT ION
It hasgenerally been thoughb.and in.many oases proved,
that college librari.s.havo for the most part concentrated on
the needs of the -resident students, faculty members., and others
connected with the institution, and have neglected the members
of the community who are not affiliated with the oollege. Many
college libraries are-unaware of the se-rvioe-~whjeh they could
offer to their oommunities..or do not feel•~~hat~it is their duty
to do so. As colleges-- -may be-- located in areas where there are
no other library facjljtjes.or limitedfacilitjes, it would be
logi.o.a.l to assume that they. would consider.., it. to be their re—
Spousibility to open.. their doors and to extend their facilities
liberally, to all who are seeking knowledge out of books and ma
terials Within the library.
This service. has- been deemed necessary step to be de
veloped in library programs by leaders in the field of education
and in. thelibrar.y. profession itself. The report-of the Presi
dent’s Commission on Higher Education in the section on Adult
Education states:
An expanded program of adult education mu-st-be added to
the task of the colleges.. This is a vitaland immediate need,
because crucial decisions of our time may have to be made in
the near future. Education for action that is to be taken,
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for attitudes that are to be effective, in the next few years
must be mainly adult education .
The present status of university extension service makes
it painfully clear that the colleges and universities do not
recognize adult education as -their potentially~ greatest
service to democratic society. It is pushed aside as some
thing quite extraneous to the real business-of the uni
versity
This state of affairs cannot be-permitted to continue.
The colleges and universities~adult education
to a position of equal importance with any other of their
functions . . . Every college and university should become a
‘Community oollege.’~
Maolean~ explores this situation in The Role of the Library
in Adult- Education. He states:
In summary then, I would eonolude that whereas in the
past the-movement in adult education, with its corollary
implicat ions for libraries and- librarians, has -been hampered
by the rigors and rigidities of traditional college and
university practices, the-re is now-a--new--trend developing.2
A study of community service -programs was made by
Nellie R. Stickle in 1951, to det-o-rmine-if the libraries of col
leges and universities that provide for scholars and serious
students the materials they need, are also developing from in
ternal considerations of serving -faculty and- enrolled students
to an outward sharing of their resources with the~adult public
of the community-.3 In the conclusion of the study, Mis-s Stickle
states:
~U. S. President’s-Commission on Higher Education, --
Higher Education for American Democracy (washington: U. S.
Government PrintingOffice, 19L1.7), pp. 96-97. -
2Maloolm S. Maclean, “The-College and Adult Education,
The Role of the Librar~ in Adult-Education, ed. by Louis R. Wil
son (Chicago: UnTvrsity of Chicago Press,l937), p. 86.
3Ne-ilie Reherda Stickle, “Community Service Programs of
Selected College Libraries” (Unpublished Masters thesis, School
of Library Service, Columbia University, 1951). p. l~. - -
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The role of the college library in the community is
changing. The change is indicated by the evidence of some
participation in every area surveyed in the-luestionnaire
and by statements of the librarians en the job that they
desire more cooperation iii the areas surveyed than they are
now able--to report. In the indefinite future, one can en
vision the present meager trends in cooperation expanded
into such strong activities that the interdependence of the
community and the college library gives the adults withi~
the community equal service with the on-campus students.
This study was limited to private, co—educational, four—
year degree—granting colleges, boated in cities of less than
one hundred thousand population (l9L~.O-oónsus), within the North
Central Association area and aeoreditated by it.2 Many of these
libraries- were located in oommunitjes’w-her,--there were other
library facilities-available to the members of the community.
Purpose and Scope
Miss Stickle’s thesis gives rise- to the idea of a veri
fication study of Negro college -libraries-to determine what
services they offer-to their respective-communities, as many of
them are located in areas where -there-are-s-nb—standard public
library facilities available to the Negro population or none ‘at
all, except those offered by the college. Where such a condition
exists, it is even more essential that the college library have
some type of community service program. In The Southern Negro
~nd the Publie Librai~y, Mrs. Eliza Gleason states:
Though considerable progress has been made in the field




complete picture is still one of variation and. inadequacy.1
Negro private secondary schools and Negro colleges and
universities at the present time (l91.~l) make only a minor
contribution in the field of publiO library service. There
is however, a possibility of etilarging the extent of limited
service opportunities through oo-eper-ative~arrangements ~ .
When no pub1~o library service at all seems probable for the
Negro population of their communities, Negro colleges and
universities should seri~usly consider the complete extensiofl
of their own facilities.
It’ is assumed that the-college- library has- provided the
necessary materials for their students and faculty members to
carry out the aims of the-institution, but. are--they also going
outside of the college--to offer service-to members-of the com
munity? Does the condition of l91~.l. as-. found by Mrs. Eliza A.
Gleason still ex.ist~ If s-ervioe~ is being offere-d.t-o-the-- com
munity, in what areas is it offered? If this is- not the practice
at present, are programs of this -type being planned for the
future and if so, in what areas? is there-any degree- of co
operation between the- -o.ollege~--lib.rary and other libraries that
may be--in the. locality and in what areas- -~f librarianship does
this cooperation exist.? The present study seeks- to--answer these
iuestions and to bring to the attention of college libraries the
areas in which they might extend or develop library service in
their communities.
Methodology
1. The following were-- the--criteria for the selection of
the college libraries -included in the study:
~‘Eliza A. Gleason, The SOuthern Negro and the Publi~
Library (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1941), p~29.
____ p. 182.
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a. student enrollment (not less-than three hundred)
b. accreditation by the Southern. Association, of
Colleges and Secondary Schools or the North
Central Association of Colleges and Secondary
Schools
a. four—year and advanced degreo-oonferring insti
tut ions
d. those schools attended predominately by Negroes
2. A questionnaire was sent to the librarians of the
selected sohoólsto obtainthe desired information.
3. The collected data were analyae~- to indicate:
a. what services are offered to members of the com
munity not affiliated- with the- colle-ge~
b. what the present status of cooperation is among
the college library and other libraries in the
community
c. what plans there are for future service to the
community and cooperation with other libraries
in the-- area
d. what the present status of cooperation is be
tween the college library and the community
served
L~.. The term Coollege libr-ary~ has reference to colleges
and universities.
Colleges- and Universities Included in the Survey
~uestionnaires with an accompanying letter~ explaining
the purpose of the study were-sent to the- librarians-of sixty—
two selected colleges. Of this number, forty—four were returned:
however, five- of the~returns-oou1d not be~use-d-. ~‘our of these
returns, Tougaloo Coll-ege,-Tougaloo, Mississippi; St. Augustine
College, Raleigh, North Carolina; Benedict College, -Columbia,
South Carolina; and Claflin College, Orangeburg, South CarolIna,
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were returned too late--to be used in the.. study a-s- the-. librarians
were not there at the time -the questionnaire-was sent to them.
The fifth questionnaire was returned unanswered as the librarian
could not take the time necessary to fill it in.
TABLE 1
ENROLLMENT, TYPE AND COMMUNITY POPULATION OF
COLLEGES SURVEYED, BY STATE
Name Student Population of
Enrollmeat Type Community
- -- -- 1950~ - -.
Alabama
Alabama A. & N. Collsg~ 936 P
MilesCollege 753 Pu 326,037
Alabama State-College - -
for Negroes - 2,380 Pu- 106,525
Talladega College 301 P 13,132
Tuskegee Institute 1,927 P - ~6,7l2
Arkansas
Arkansas A. M. & N.
College 1,082 Pu 37,162
District of Columbia
Miner Teacher’s Col1eg~ 519 Pu 802,178
Florida
Florida A. & N. College ~,O73 Pu 27,237 -
Georgia
Albany State College 806 Pu 31,155
Atlanta University 372 P 33l,311~
Fort Valley - State—---
College 61-5 Pu 6,820
Paine College 368 P 71,508
Kentucky
Kentucky State- College L~.9O Pu 11,916
Louisiana
Dillard - 532 P 57O,L~5
Grambling - L,255- Pu
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Morgan State College l,5L~.6 Pu 91.i.9,708
Missouri
Lincoln University 813.6 Pu 25,099
North Carolina
Bennett College 373 P 7k,389
A. & T. College of North
Carolina 2,501.~. Pu 7k,389
Johnson C. Smith 632 P 1314,014.2
North Carolina College-
at Durham 1,369 Pu 71,311
State Teacher’s College L~77 Pu 12,685
Winston—Salem Teacher’ $
College 602 Pu 87,811
Ohio
Central State College 798 Pu
Wilberforoe University 311 P
South Carolina
Morris College 337 P 20,185
South Carolina State
College 1,202 Pu ~.5,322
Tennessee
Pisk University 689 P l71~.,307
Tenne.ssOe A. & 1. tTni—
- versity 1,910 Pu 1713,307
Lane College 32L~. P 30,207
Texas
Houston—Tillotson 1,008 p l32,1.~.59
Bishop College 536 P 22,327
Prairie View A. & N.
College 2,k31 Pu
Wiley College 636 p 22,327
Virginia
Hampton Institute 1,206 P 5,966
Virginia State College 2,392 Pu 35,05k
Virginia Union 803 P 230,310
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TABLE 1 (Continued)
Name Student * Population
Enrollment Type of Community
1950
West Virginia
Bluefiold State College 314.8 Pu 21,506
West Virginia StatOCoilege 1,2.17 Pu
- Privately supported
Pu — Publicly supported
General Information
In order to obtain an overall picture of the libraries,
questions were asked oonoern-ing the student enrollment, library
holdings, the size and composition of the staff, and what other
libraries or other library services were offered in the com
munity.
Colleges included in the study.—-Sixteenstates are
represented in this study. Of thethir.ty—nine colleges con
sidered, all are looatedin thesoutheast except seven. These
are found in Maryland, Ohio, West Virginia, the District of
Columbia and Arkansas. Nineteen or half of the schools are con
centrated in four states North Carolina, Alabama, Texas and
Georgia. Pour oolleges~are located- in population areas of less
than 1,000; three in population areas of 1,000 to 10,000; four
teen in population areas of 10,000 to 50,000; five in population
areas of 50,000 to 100,000; ten in population areas of more
than 100,000. Seventeen are privately controlled, and twenty
two are publicly supported. Sixteen of the privately controlled
9
schools are located in the southern states.
Student enrollment.--The student enrollments rsnged
from three hundred to 2,501j.. Thirteen or a third of them have
less than 600 students, nine-of these are-privately~ controlled.
Ten or about-a fourth have between-600 and-900 students, four of
these are private-ly controlled. Three have--between 900 and 1,200
students, and two of these are privately controlled. Thirteen
have more than 1,200 students, and only one of these is privately
controlled.
Library hold ings.--Tbe number of volumes in the libraries
as of June 1, 1953 ranged from 7,000 to 128,000. One library,
in addition to its regular collection, houses 114.,000 volumes for
extension purposes. Fourteen or about a-third have -less than
30,000 books; eight or more than half of these-- are publio eel
leges. Ten or about a fourth have between 30,000 and L1.o,000
books and five- of these- are publicly supported. Nine or about
a fourth have. between L~O,o0o and 100,000 books; and eight of these
are public. Three privately supported southern colleges have
over 100,000 books. Not one of the public colleges has more than
6o,ooo books, the majority having less than kO,000.
The total number of periodical subscript-ions- including
gifts ranged £rom-117 to 831. Twenty—two or more- than-half have
less-than 300 subscriptions; ten or less than half of these are
publicly supported. Fourteen or about a-third have-between 300
and 700 subscriptions and twelve--of these are—publicly supported
colleges-. One-privately controlled college has over 800 sub
scriptions (see table 2).
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The number of full—time professional workers~ in these
libraries,. ranges from one to ten, the~ average being 14.8. Nine
returns indicated part—time professionals, one of. these changed
the woriing of the questionnaire to read “full-time substitute”
instead of Wpart_bime professional.” No explanation was given
for this or what was meant by the expression. Sixteen returns
indicated the use of full—time clerical workers, seven reported
Number Periodicals Number





no use of full-time elericais and two did. not designate wk~ther
full—time clerical workers helped to compose thestaff or not.
In one of the returns the words “non-professional” were substi
tuted for the word “clerical.” is no explanation was given these
were tabulated as clerical workers. Seven returnsreported the
use of part—time olericals, nineteen do not use part—time den—
cals and thirteen did not respond. Six returns reported no
clerical workers. on the staff. It must not be assumed. that these
libraries do not have access to clerical help, as the question
naire speci~fied t1~t student help was. not to be included. In
many coilege libraries student help is used in clerical as well
as in other positions (see table 3).
Some returns included dlRsses- of.workers not asked for
in the questionnaire, such as non—professional and sub—profes
sional. No definitions were given for these positions, but they
were included in the total number of staff members. The size of
staffs ranges from two to fifteen (not including student help),
the average being 6.5 members. This average closely corresponds
with the average of American colleges of comparable size.~
The number of other libraries in the same locality as
the concerned libranie-s ranged from none to more than fifty.
This is not including branches or bookmo~biie services. This dis
parity was expected. .as four or one fourth of the institutions
were located in population areasof less than.l,000; twenty-two
~ollege and University Statistics,” College and Research
Libraries, V (December, 191.i.3—September, 19141.1.), 171.
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or more than half in. population areas of 1,000 to 100,000; eleven
or one fourth in population areas of more than 100,000.
TABLE 3
LIBRARIES’ STAFPS BY COMPOSITION AND SIZE
Number of LibrariesNumber of
workers ‘rofesejonal Workers Clerical Workers
per S Staff































































Only one college library was in a community where there
were no other library services available. Another is located in
a town that has a public library but it does not serve Negroes.
Five were in communities where there were also high school or
special libraries. It is realized thai in some instances the
high—school library does extend its services to~ the community.
But it is not generally expected of these types of libraries to
extend their services to the community as a whole. For purposes
of this study, these~ five college libraries will be considered
as the only ones in their communities.
Kenee there is a total of seven college libraries which
are located in communities where other library facilities may
not be available to the Negro population. This number actually
would probably be higher but it was not within the scope of this
study to ascertain if the other libraries in the locality ex—
tended-their services-to all members of the community and only
one return volunteered this information.. It will be assumed that
in the three communities where there are public libraries or
bookmobile services that the Negro population is served to some
degree (see table.]3.). In assuming this, the words of Eliza A.
Gleason may’ be used as a caution:
Public library service-to Negroes in the-South is
available in some measure on both state-and local levels,
though it has not been uniformly or universally developed
by either state or local agencies. Consistency is evident
only in the lack of service for the majority of the group






IN THE COLLEGE CONMUNITY
Typeof Library Number
Public . . . . . . . . 3
Other college . . . . . . . . 25
High school . . . . . . . . 314
Special . . . . . . . .
N one . . . . . . . . 7
SUMMARY
The general information concerning the student enroll
ments, library holdings, size and composition of the staffs and
the other libraries or library services offered in the communi
ties presented a very heterogeneous picture. Thirty-two of the
thirty—nine colleges considered were- located in southern states.
Nineteen of these colleges were concentrated in four states —
North Carolina, Alabama, Texas and Georgia. Seventeen were
privately controlled.
The student enrollments varied from 300 to 2,600 students.
Thirteen, or one third of the colleges considered, have less than
600 students. Ten or one fourth have between 6oo and 900 stu
dents. Three have between 900 and 1,200 students. Thirteen have
more than 1,200 students. Pifteen or more than three fourths of
the seventeen privately controlled collegeshad enrollments of
less than 1,200 students, while twelve or half of the publicly
supported colleges had student enrollments of less than 1,200.
Pour of the colleges considered are located in communities of
1,000 to 10,000; fourteen in comxaunitïes of 10,000 to 50,000;
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five in communities of 50,000 to 100,000; ten in communities of
more than 100,000. (1950 oensus).~.
Thirty—six or more than three fourths of the colleges
considered have less than 100,000 books. Fourteen or one third
have less than 30,000. None of the publicly supported colleges
had more than 6o,000 books, the majority having less than ii.0,000.
Thirty—six or more than three fourths of the colleges
considered haveleesthan 700 periodical subscriptions. Twenty-
two or more than half hav.e less than 300 periodical subscriptions.
Only one privately controlled college has over 700 periodical
subscriptions.
Twenty-two or half of the colleges considered have five
or less staff members, none having more than fifteen. Thirteen
or three fourths of the privately controlled colleges had less
than five members and eleven or half of the public supported
colleges had five or less.
In general, the private-colleges had. smaller student en
rollments, fewer periodical subscriptionS, fewer staff members;
were located in smaller communities and had larger book col—
lections than the public colleges.
The number of other libraries in the communities ranged
from none in seven cases to mere than fifty in one case, which
is the District of Columbia.
Three colleges did not indicate if there~were high—school
libraries in their communities and three colleges, Grambling
001 lege, Grambling, Louisiana, Wilb erforce University, WiTher—
force, Ohio, and Prairie View A. and M. College, Prairie View,
Texas, indicated that there-were no high-school libraries in
their communities • Altogether there are-seven college libraries
which are located in oommunities where ether library facilities
may not be-available to the Negro population.
Chapter. II deals with 000pera-tion with other libraries
in joint acquisition programs, cooperative cataloging, develop
ment of bibliographical tools and the joint sponsorship of library
and community projects.
CIiLPTER II
COOPERM~ION WITH OTHER LIBRARIES
Joint acquisitions programs, cooperative cataloging, the
development of bibliographical tools and the joint sponsorship
of library and community projects arejust a few of the many
avenues of cooperation open to the college library. Cooperation
with other libraries is not only eoonomióal, but it also makes
it possible for the library to serve ibs patrons-more efficiently
and effectively.. As it is not expected nor feasible for any one
library to have all materials on a~y onesubjeot in its aol—
leotion, each library participating in oooperabive~ programs can
make- available to jts patrons more materials in more subj eat
areas-than it could otherwose provide. Thenecçseity for the
development of bibliographical tools- eannotbe 8tr.essed too often
and it is in this are-a that most libraries do not-cooperate.
When the availability of souree-s~-of materials 1s~.not made known,
the library defeats its purpose of securing materials for use.
It is-not enough for thelibrary to have information, this in
formation must be put into the hands of those desiring it, and
those who will benefit from it. In the last mentioned area,
joint sponsorship of library and community projèotsãan help
make friends for the library, serve as pubiiáity,añd s•~~ve as a
means of making the library an integral part of the àommunity.
17
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Programs of Joint Acquisition
?or libraries in the same- locality, the -pract ice of
placing orders jointly when purchasing books in order to secure
larger discounts is an economical aid well worth considering.
Some plan can also be- dove-loped by which separate libraries can
each be responsible -for purchasing materials in certain subject
areas to avoid unnecessary duplications of holdings. Lyle dis
cusses the forces outside—of the-college that have been instru
mental in changing the-- library. He mentions one of the by—products
of the Carnegie Corporation of New-York Advisory Group on Academic
Libraries? educational service to college-libraries. A controlled
experimental study was madeof centralized buying. Books pur
chased from all grants were- -ordered through a contra-i office in
Ann Arbor, Michigan. On the-basis of the experiment, the of
ficers of the group estimated that centralized purchasing enabled
the colleges to secure ton to fifteen per-cent more books than
they would have had if they had purchased. then directly.1
One library in the study has joined with other college
libraries under a state--plan of book -purchasing in order to
secure larger discounts; three have plans for this type of pro
gram and eleven would favor such a program. Two of the three
libraries reporting plans for this type of program specified
the other libraries that would be included in the programs. One
- 1Guy R. Lyle, The Administration of t~he College Library
(Now YorksH. W. Wilson, l9L~1~.), p. 15.
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library plans to cooperate with public and other college li
braries in its locality. The other will be with other college
and high school libraries.
The avoidance- of unneeess~ary duplioati~n of purchases by
agreement with other libraries, in specific subject areas, has
been undertaken to a degree by some libraries. Three libraries
included in this study indicated they are now engaged in this
type of program; four have plans for it in the future; nine would
favor such programs; six would not favor such programs; and
elevenare not sure if they would or would not -favor such a
program.
Cooperative Cataloging
The frequency of articles appearing in library literature
concerning the cost of cataloging and suggestions for the re
duction of this cost indicates--that it i~s a problem common to
most libraries. Cooperative--cataloging among. libraries has been
one -of the-many methods suggested- as a possible solution of this
problem. Only one of the-- libraries concerned was- participating
in a program of this- nature at the time this study was- made. One
library did cooperate with a union catalog plan, for older books,
with -the State-Library Association until the Association discon
t-inuedthe plan. Two librarians have- plans for cooperative- cata
loging with public librarians and other eo1l~ges. Thirteen would
favor such programs-; fourteen librarians were not sure. if they
would favor such programs or not; and six stated~~~ that they would
not be interested in belonging to such a program (see table 5).
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TABLE 5
TRENDS AND ATTITUDES OF THIRTY-NINE COLLEGE
LIBRARIES TOWARD COOPERATION WITH
OTHER LIBRARIES
Libraries -
Joint Purchasing to Coopers-
Secure Avoid - tive Cats
Tren4s anAiitudes~ -Disoount-s.Du~p1ica1ion -loging
Current participaiion in pro
gram i. 1
Plans for participation 3 13. 2
Would favor participation 1 9 113.
Not sure if participation is
favored 15 11 12
Would not favor participation 6 6 6
Did not indicate 3 6 5
TABLE 6
COOPERATIVE PARTICIPATION OF EIGHT LIBRARIES IN
~ THE DEVELOPMENT OF BIBLIOGRAPHICAL TOOLS—
Level of Participation
Type of Tool Regional National
Union Catalog i 13. 2
Union List of Serials - 2 3
Both - 1 1
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Development of Bibliographical Tools
A great dealof articles-appearing., in library literature
have been those advocating t~ need for the development of biblio
graphical tools in order to make known the availability of ma
terials. Cooperation in the development of t1~ss tools is very
important not only on a local level, but also on a regional and
national level. In some eases these tools are of the utmost in—
portano. even en the international level. For the purpose of
this study only the first three-levels are considered. Eight of
the thirty-nine libraries reported cooperative participation in
the development of bibliographical tools. The library that had
participated in a state union catalog plan for older books re
ported that a union catalog- of these-- books was also developed
but it had been discontinued. Participation in the development
of bibliographical tools- by four of the libraries in the study
was on more than one level and in more-than one area, but no two
were similar. One contributed to a union catalog on the regional
and national level; one contributed to a union catalog on the
local leve-land to theUnion List of Serials on the na-tional
level; one contributed to a union catalog on the regional level
and the Union List of Serials on the regional level. The fourth
library contributed to a union catalog-on theregional and
national level and to the Union List of Serials on the national
level (see Table 6).
Exchange of Acquisitions Lists..-On the local level the
exchange of acquisitions lists is of the greatest value in
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determining the accessibility of materials within the area.
This exchange is just as important (if not more) to local li
braries than contributing to union catalogs en the regional and
national levels. Certainly the time consumed in securing ma—
berials through inberlibrary loans is reduced to the minimum if
needed material isavailablein a library within the community.
Time consumed is also reduced if the library requesting a loan
can write for the desired material kn~ing that it is available
in a specific location.
Thirty—two libraries included in the study exchange
mimeographed or printed lists with other local U.braries. Eleven
are planning to exchange their lists in the future. One library
does not issue a list but receives lists from other local ii—
b1~aries; one does not issue a list except for the one in its
“Library News,” which is a local publication (see Table 7).
TABLE 7
LIBRARIES HAVING ACQUISITION LISTS AND EXCHANGES
Did not
Practices in Regard to Exchange Lists Yes No Indicate Total
Issue a mimeographed or printed list 32 6 1 39
Exchange acquisition lists 13 25 1 39
Plans to exchange zo 13 16 39
Participation in Joint Sponsorship of Projects with
Other Libraries or Cojmunity Organizati~ns
As stated in the introduction, the college library should
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become a Coommunity oollege.~ Joint Sponsorship of projects
with community organizations or other libraries in the community
is just one of the many ways that this may be achieved. This
cooperation or Oosponsorship may be achieved by several dif
ferent methods. The library may:
1. plan, organiz.e and supply all necessary materials
2. provide space for a project conducted by a community
organization
3. supply or supplement necessary materials for a pro
ject conducted by a community organization
ii.. staff members should be available as leaders and/or
consultants
Eight typical projects that the libraries could sponsor
jointly with other libraries or community organizations were in
eluded in the luestionuajys: publicity, exhibits,~ Bpealceis, film
forums, disc~~~io~ groups, children’s programs, book fairs and
field trips. Twenty—three of the librarians reported they did
partioioate in some of these projects and six of these have plans
for extending their present projects, The most frequently in—
dioatod projects were: exhibits, speakers, dlsoussion groups,
publicity and children’s programs (see Table 8).
Tenor half of thelibrarjes that do participate in such
projects, participate in only one orojeot, six participate in two
to.five projects and five participate in six to seven projects.
Of the sixteen libraries that do not participate in such projects,
nine do not have plans for doing so in the future; three have
plans for doing so in the future; one is not sure if such plans
are being considered and two did not indicate if such plans are
being considered. One library does not have an opportunity to
participate in these types of projeots but would favor them if
2i~.
it were at all possible (see Table 9)
TABLE 8
JOINT SPONSORSHIP WITH OTHER LIBRARIES OR COMMUNITY
ORGANIZATIONS OF ErGHT SELECTED PROJECTS
Types of Projects Number of Libraries
Publicity . . . . . . . . . . . 11
Exhibits .. . . .. . .. . . . 16
Speakers .. . . . . . . . . . . 13
FilmForums . . . . . . . . . . . 9
Discussion Groups . . . . . . . . 12
Chj~dye~~~ Programs . . . . . . . 10
Book Fairs . . . . . . . . . . . ii.
Field Trips . . . . . . . . . . 1
TABLE 9
NUMBER OF PROJECTS SPONSORED JOINTLY BY COLLEGE
LIBRARIES AND COMMUNITY~ ORGANIZATIONS
Number of Projects Number of Libraries
0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16*
1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . —
1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
*Three of these have, plans for future projects.
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As indicated in Table 10, more than half of the libraries
cooperate with community sponsored projects such as anniversaries,
musical series, art exhibits, lecture series, etoetera.. In ad—
ditionto cooperating with community sponsored projects listed
on the questionnaire one library also acts as a counselor for
the county teachers’ programs and helps with children’s programs.
TABLE 10
LIBRARY COOPERATION WITH COMMUNITY SPONSORED PROJECTS
Number of Libraries
. Planning No
Projects fee No to Response
Anniversaries 20 5 2 12
Musical Series 16 6 2 15
Art Exhibits 19 6 2 12
Leotur~ Series 19 3 2 15
Film Forums 17 6 3 13
Discussion Groups 214. 3 1 11
Great Books Courses 10 11. 17
Children’s Programs 17 5 1 16
American HerItage Programs 9 10 2 18
Provision of Space for Community Uso.-—In addition to
joint sponsorship with other libraries and. community organiza
tions, it is possible for the college~~ library to house a branch
library for the general public or make provisions for the com
munity to use its facilities, by providing special space. In some
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libraries the lack of space makes it impossible to perform either
or these services. Many of our present library buildings are
inadequate andnew ones arebeing built to accommodate the rapid
growth of the collections. New services are now offered by the
libraries that were not in therealm of library service a few
years ago as the aims and purposes of the libraries have been
undergoing change. Twenty—seven of the college libraries con
cerned have conference rooms or a lecture hail within the building
and twenty—three of them allow community organizations or study
groups to use these facilities. One library has not been re
quested to do so but states that it is assumed that the privilege
would be granted upon request.
One library houses a branch of the publio library; one
has a community library which serves the Negro population because
themain public library offers no service to them. When this
particular library building was constructed in 1939, special
space was provided for this extension service. Eight libraries
are planning new buildings, six havetaken into consideration
the probable use of the library by members of the community, one
has plans for renovating the present library and stated that the
community uses the present building without restriction now; one
has not completed plans for the new library but hopes that the
matter of community servicewill be considered; one is hopeful
that a new building will be built but is not sure; one reports
that part of the library building is now oocupiedby other de
partments of the college and will be restored to the library- in
the near future.
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High-School Libraries in the Community~.——Seven of the
libraries reported that the local high—school library provides
public library service to Negroes; four did not know about the
high—school library’s services in the community; three have no
high schools in the community; and twenty-four stated that the
high-school library offered no public service.
SU~ARY
The majority of the libraries included in this study do
not participate with other local libraries iñoooperative cata
loging, book buying, develoomentef bibliographical toOls or in
the exchange of acquisition lists. Cooperative cataloging,
joint book buying. in order to obtain higher discounts and to
avoid unnecessary duplication in certain subject areas is almost
non—existent. Very few libraries that do not now have such plans
are considering plans for cooperation; h~èver, a number of them
indicated that they would favor such programs. The large number
of libraries indicating that they- are not sure if they would
favor such programs introduces a number of questions:
1. ire the persons responsible for determining the li
brary’s policy aware of the advantages of cooperative cataloging
and joint book buying?
2. ire they- aware of the great need for the development
of bibliographical tools and the contribution that they can make,
regardless of the size of the library?
3. Are they aware that present trends in librarianship
are away from the idea that each library is a separatoèntity
trying to acquire everything it possibly can and toward the idea
that the libraries w±thin the same region can: serve their~ users
more effeotively by supplementing each other?
The exchange of acquisition lists aids greatly in
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interlibrary loans. About one third of the libraries exchange
lists now and a few more are considering it for the future. If
they do, it will increase the number of cooperating institutions
in this respect to a little more than half of the libraries con
sidered in the study. Considering the great service that they
could perform and the advantages of exchanging lists, this number
is far from being encouraging.
T-he picture for the joint sponsorship with other libraries
and community organizations in some projects is somewhat better,
although there~:is oonsiderabie.~room for improvement. A little
mere than half participate in some type. of project and about
half of these reporting said b-hat they do not now participate in
this area of service but are planning to do so in the future.
Six~~~libraries now participating in these proj eats have plans for
extending their programs to include more projects.
Several conclusions can be formulated from these data:
V 1. The libraries do not have the necessary staff or
facilities for offering service in this area.
2. The libraries are not aware of the potential service
they could give to their communities.
3. The libraries have not made the community aware of
the services availableto thorn.
!~.. The coil egee and their lib rarians are not aware of
the fact that, for the general benefit of society-, our college
libraries must do more than offer services to the students,
faculty members and employees of the colleges and become “Com
munity Libraries.”
5. Those persons responsible for formulating the poli
cies of college library are not interested in a “Community
Library.”
CKA.PTER III
CIRCULAT ION AND REFERENCE SERVICES
Circulation and reference services are perhaps the moat
important services offered to the patron, in that they- are often
the only contact the patron has with the library. They are the
libraries’ nerve centers as this is where~ seekers of kn~ledge
either find or do not find their goal. These services may to
some extent, be looked upon a public relations media as often
the concept of the entire library is based upon these two
functions alone.
Seventeen of the colleges included in thestu4y are de
pendent upon endowments and gifts for their support, it would
seem that they would be interested in developin.g good public re
lations through these services to the community. Fr the colleges
which are tax supported, it is sometimes felt to bethe right of
the citizens of the community to use the facilitiea:whioh they
help maintain. In either case the community is more apt to be
interested in. supporting the college program, which indirectly
effects the collegelibrary, if the collegeis willing to extend
the useof its facilities to the community. The use Of the cir
culation and reference services are often the avenuès~whjoh mem
bers of the community seek. Hence, the circulation and reference
staffs are in a position to cultivate the good will of the com
munity for the entire o;ollege.
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Extension of Borrowing Priwilegee~to Individuals
All of the libraries included in the study extended the
privilege to borrow materials to perso~ not enrolled as students
or employed by the college except onewhich did not~ indicate if
this was its policy, or not. Some types of persons are not ex
tended this privilege and some are extended this privilege under
certain conditions.
High—school students had the most restrictions or stipu
lations. One libra~ry will let them use material only through
their teachers; one will l.t only children of faculty members
borrow materials; one indioated that high-school students must
use the materials in the library. Most of the borrowing by high—
school students is done thrc~igh inter—library loan.
One college library will lend materials to other students
attending other colleges only tirough inter—library loan; another
will lend materials to outsidestudents if the respective dean or
librarian, verifies the request. These were the only stipulations
indicated on the questionnaire for any category of borrowers;
however, every library probably has certain rules and regulations
governing their circulation policies, whereby they lend materials
to individuals not connected with the college.
The most frequent way of extending to outsiders the
privilege of borrowing materials is by presentation of a card of
identification. Two libraries charge fees, and two require the
library requesting inter-library loans to pay the postage fees.
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Materials Loaned
The~types of materials that the libraries lend to in
dividuals and groups in the community vary, due to the variety
of the individual library’s holdings and regulations concerning
the lending of certain items. The. types of materials are divided
into two groups as it is possiblefor the library not to. own
films, slides, phonograph records, package libraries, micro-films,
micro—cards, and picture reproductions for home use. In addition
to the information shown in Table 11, the following must be noted;
the one library that indicated it does not lend books stipulated
that this applies to the community at large, one has no negative
policy about lending materials becauseit has had no request
from anybody in the community; three indicated that periodicals
may be used only in the library building, one does not lend
periodicals as a regular practice and one will lend unbound
periodicals occasionally. One library will lend pamphlet ma
terial for use only in the library, and three will lend historical
materials for library use. One library has a special gift col
leot ion which any person in the community, as well as the students
and faculty members may borrow. Only a few persons in the corn
munity have requested materials in this collection but those who
did, were not denied service (see Table ii).
The second group of materials al’s of a special nature and
are sometimes called “extras.” The libraries were asked to indi
cate if they did or did. not own than, and if so, did they lend
them to community patrons. This group of materials consists of
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films, slides, phonograph records, package libraries, micro
films, micro—cards, and picture reproductions for home use. One
library listed puzzles for recreational purposes. Two libraries
have had no request from the community for use of these materials,
so as yet no policy concerning borrowing privileges has been
formulated. Four will lend films, three will lend recordings
and two will lend micro-films.
TABLE 11
TYPES OP MATERIALS LOANED TO INDIVIDUALS OR
GROUPS IN T HE C 0MMtIN ITY
~_____ Library Loans
Types of Materials
Group I Did Not
Yes. No Indicate Total
Books 38 1 — 39
Periodicals~~.~ - bound 8 16 15 39
Periodicals — unbound 8 5 26 39
Pamphlets 31 5 3 39
Historioalmaterial — local 22 k 13 39
Historical material - college 2L~ 7 9 39
Five libraries reported that except for package libraries
and picture reproductions for home use, the audio—visual materials
are in other departments-of the college. One college-which has a
community library, which is housed in the library, shares in the
ownership of these materials and its bookmobile service takes
the place of package libraries (see Table 12).
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TABLE 12
SPECIAL MATERIALS LOJJED TO INDIVIDUALS OR
GROUPS IN THE COMMUNITY
Librar Owns . _____ ___ Library_Lends
Types of Materials--
Group 2 Did Not Did Not
Yes- Indicate Total Yes-No Indicate Total
PiVims 19 10 10 39 14 2 13 13
Slides 114 13 12 39 — 6 8 11~
Phonograph records 20 ii 8 39 3 3 114 20
Package libraries 14. 20 15 39 - — 14 14
Micro—films 15 16 8 39 2 3 10 15
Micro-card-s 6 20 13 39 - - 6 6
Picture reproduo
tions for home
use 13 - 26 39 1 12 13
Circulation and Borrowers’ Statistics
Almost half of the libraries reporting indicated that
they will lend materials to persons other than enrolled students
and employees of the college, they reported that the number of
borrowers was less than fifty.- In one-ease the number of bor
rowers was nearly 10,000. Many of these books circulated and
were charged to teachers for the students rather than to in—
diridua1~r,a4ers, In addition to thee irculation of books, this
same library distributed oYer fifteen thousand free books, ii
lustrative matter, magazines a~d newspapers. Eighteen libraries
reported less- than fifty outside borrowers, eleven between 50
and 100; and ten over 150 (see Table 13).
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Twenty—five libraries reported less than 100 volumes
were circulated to community.
TLBLE~ 13
NUMBER OF COMMUNITY BORROWERS
FROM COLLEGE LIBRARIES
Number of Borrowers Number of Institutions
Less than 50 . . . . . . . . . 19
50—99 . . . . . . . . . 10
100—1149 ......... 2
150 — and over . . . . . . . . 8 - - -
TABLE 114
APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF BOOKS CIRCULATED
Institutions Number
21 . . . . . . . . . . . . less than 99
1 . . . . . . . . . . . .- 100 — 199
3 . . . • - • . . . . . . . 200 — 299
3 . . . . . . . . . . . . 300 — 399
3 . . •. . . . . . . . . 14oo ~— 1~.99
2 . . . . .. . . . . . .500andover
6 . . . . . . . . . . . . did not indicate
Twenty-one --libraries----~report-ed that less than one hundred
volumes were circulated to community patrons during the school
year 1952-53; one estimated- betw6en 100 and 199; three between
200 and 299; three between 300 and 399; three -between 1400 and
1499; and two circulated over--500 books. Six did not indicate
how many volumes were circulated to community patrons during
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this period (see Table 114.).
Reference Ssrvioe~
All of the thirty-nine libraries, reported that~ they will
give assistance with referenoe questions to persons other than
enrolled students and employees of the college. Thirty—seven of
the thirty—nine libraries-will answer telephone reference ques
tions, but two specified that help was not given to quiz or
contest questions..
The number of community persons seeking -help varies
greatly. About one fourth of the libraries reported over- 100
inquiries and. slightly less~ than one fourth reported~. less” than
ten persons-seeking reference-assistance. Table 15 indicates
the number of questions asked in person and those asked by phone.
The difference in the two is negligible.
TABLE 1~
PERSONS IN THE COMMUNITY SEEKING ASSISTANCE
WITH REFERENCE ~UESTI0NS
Number of Libraries
-- Number of questions - - In Person ByPhone
Less than 10 . 6 7
10—19 7 . 5
20-29 6 6
30-—39 . 1 2





over 100 10 9
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Summary
Thirty—eight of the- thirty-nine college libraries con
sidered, extend borrowing privileges- to persons in the community.
One library did not indicate if this was its polioy~or not. Some
types of persons in the~eommunity are not extended this privilege
and some- are extended this privilege under oertain conditions.
High—school students have the~most restrictions or stipulations.
Most of the borrowing by high—school students is done~through
inter-library loan, or the books are- charged to their teachers
for the students rather then to the individual student.
Two librarjes~ charge~fees -to community patrons and two
require the library requesting inter-library loans to pay the
postage fees--.---
Some libraries- had definite- stipulations as-- to what ma
terials they will lend and where these materials may be used.
Only a few find it possible-to lend films and reeor&ings.
All of the thirty—nine l~b-rarie-s- considered will give
re-ferenoe-assistanoe. Thirty—s-even--of the--s thirty—nine-libraries
considered will answer reference questions by telephone, but two
indicated that help was not given to quiz or contest questions.
Chapter IV explains who defines the regulations governing
borrowing privileges. - and how these regulations are publicized;
and the publicity- of the general programs of the 3.ibraries..
CHAPTER IV
PUBLICITY
Lyle in disoussing~the SInterpretation of College
Service5 states that publicity assigned to encourage support
from the alumni can be had by keeping. the alumni informed of
library progress and development through articles in~ the alumni
bulletin. Ho further.states that the library caziuct afford to
overlook the residents of the community and that news of the col
lege library in the local papers will enhance its prestige on
the campus and beyond campus boundaries.1
In order to get an overall picture o f the specific types
of publicity in which the libraries engaged, two categories were
decided upon. The first was publicity about the general program,
the second about borrowing privileges.
General Program
Twenty—nine of thethirty—nius libraries give news re
leases to the local community paper and eighteen to the alumni
bulletin concerning giftsof local interest, exhibits, special
collections, and the acquisition of new~ equipment.
One college does not have analumni bulletin; one stated




not stipulate whether publicity about the library is included
in it or not; one announces gifts received w~*n radio talks are
made; and one rep~ts that all of the~publioity for the institu
tion is handled through the publicity of the university, in
cluding the library publicity (see Table 16).
TABLE 16
PUBLICITY GIVEN TO LOCAL PAPERS AN]> ALUMNI BULLETINS
Local Community Alumni Bulletin
- Paper
Subject Yes No Yes No
Gifts to the library
of local interest 25 6 18
Exhibits 29 5 18 5
Special collections 25 7 114 5
Library acquisitions
of special interest 28 3 15 5
Borrowing Privileges
Before considering how the regulations for borrowers are
publicized, it is perhaps well to know who defines the regula
tions. Twenty-one of the thirty—nine libraries considered, re
ported that the librarian~ makes~the regulations ; four~ indlo ated
this was the faouliy library oommittee~~s responsibility; and one
college president did it. Six ethers indicated that the college
president and the librarian were responsible for policies re
garding borrowers; four indicated that the faculty library com
mittee and librarian were responsible; one indicated that the
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librarian and library staff were responsible; one indicated that
the librarian and council composed of facult~r members, students
and administrative officials were responsible for ~aj;or policies
and that the librarian and staff were responsible for details;
and one indicated that tI~ librarian with the advioe~ef, a library
committee composed of faculty members and students were respon
sible (see Table 17).
TABLE 17




Librarian . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21
Faculty library committee . . . . . . .
Ooliage president . . . . . . . . . . . I
College president and librarian~ . . . . 6
Faculty library committee and
librarian . . . . . . . . . . . . . . L~.
Librari~an and staff . . . . . . . . . . 1
Librarian and counoil for
major policies, librarian
and staff for details . . . . . . . . 1
Librarian with advice of
library eomxaittee** • • • • • • • • 1
T otal . . . . . . . . . . . .
*Counoil is composed of faculty members, students and ad
ministration -
**Commi.ttee is composed of faculty members and students.
Only four of the thirty—nine libraries considered, in
dicated thatpublioity of the•~regula’bions for community borrowers
is a part of the library’s general publicity program; thirty-two
indicated that the regulations are explained upon individual
requests; one gives its publicity to ether local librarians; one
L~~O
indicated that the regulations are not publicized; and one did
not indicate how the regulations are publicized (see Table 18).
The small number of libraries reporting active publicity
programs for community benefit indicates that generally little
effort is made to let potential community borrowers kn~ the
regulations concerning theacoessibility of materials to them
unless they ask for such information.
TABLE 18
HOW REGULATIONS FOR COMMUNITY BORROWERS
ARE PUBLICIZED
Number of
L ib rar jane
Part of the Library’s publicity program . .
Explained upon individual request . . . . .32
Publicized to local librarians . . . . . 1
Not publicized . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Did not indicate . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39
SUMMARY
I.n general very littleis doneby thelibraries in the
way of publicity for the community. Twenty—nine of the libraries
concerned give news releases to the local community paper con
cerning gifts of local interest, exhibits, special collections
and the acquisitionof new equipment. Only four of these li
braries publicize the rules and regulations as they relate to
community borrowers. Eighteen of the libraries give news re
leases to the alumni bulletin.
One library reported that its publicity was handled
through the publicity office of the college and one announces
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gifts receivedwhen radio talks aremade.
It would seem that more~publioity by the libraries about
their general programs is needed in order to make persons in the
local community and the alumni aware of the libraries’ potential
value to them. Generally speaking, little effort is made to let
the potential community borrower know~ that he may use the college
library; and he has to visit it before he can find out to what
extent he can enjoy its services.
Many factors may limit community service-such as limited
book resources, insufficient staff members, the location of the
collegelibrary, a limited budget and the size of the library.
These factors are discussed in Chapter V.
CHAPTER V
PACTORS LIMITING COMMUNITY SERVICE
College libraries for the-most part have concentrated
on the needs of the resident student, faculty members, and others
connected with the institution. They have not made -it a part of
their aims to actively extend their services to persons in their
communities. Many of the college libraries do not seem cognizant
of the fact t~t an expanded program of adult education is one
of their potentially greatest services to a demoora-tio society.
Others apparently do not feel that it is within their realm or
that it is their duty to include in their policies a- program of
general adult education. Still others are-desirous of becoming
“comm-unity libraries,” but their limited resources-render it
impossible to fully participate in such activities..
The question was asked of the thirty—nine-college li
braries, if they had as one of their purposes to participate
actively in community service, and if they -did not, why. Twenty-
nine of the- thirty—nine libraries considered stated that they
include this in their purposes and t-en do not.
Reasons given by the ten librar-ie-s for their negative
answers to this question centered for the most- part around the
fact that either all of their resources such a-s staff, seating
place and materials we-re nOt adequate enough or that one or more
of them was lacking. Two libraries mentioned legal restrict ions
k2
but oneof these added that even if there were no such restric
tions, there was not enough staff. One library was of the
opinion that community needs were well taken care of by other
libraries and. that its library materials were of such a specialized.
nature that the general community would not find it of much use
anyhow. Another mentioned. the fact that nobody in the community
had sought service-from the. college library which seemed to be a
satisfaotory state of affairs sinee no seating spaoe~was available.
It was encouraging to note that even though one library did not
have enough staff it felt that with a reworking of the staff
schedules some services might. be rendered to. the general public.
While ten of the thirty—nine college libraries indioated
that they do not have as a part of their purposes to participate
actively in community service, they do participate to some extent
in community service. The following picture may be~ constructed
from the answers given to seven~questions concerning the factors
that might limit the college librariesin participating actively
or as much as they.~~~ desire in community service. The physical
plants of eleven or about one-fourth of the thirty—nine college
libraries.considered, are sufficient only to meet theneeds of
the college-students and. faculty. The book resources of nineteen
or about half of the libraries are-~sufficient to warrant in
creasing service to the community a~ the students. Eight of the
library budgets are adequate ~ support serviceto the ~community
as well as to the college-- students and faculty. Thirty, or more
than three—fourths of the librarians feel that their professional
staffs are now carrying a capacity work load and additional
service responsibilities to the general public should not be added
to their present schedules. The- location of six of the libraries
makes-it difficult to serve their communities. Other local li
braries a-re meeting the needs of the community where-twelve or
about one—third of the college libraries are -located. Thirty of
the thirty-nine libraries-would -be willing to inere-a-se--~-their ser
vices to the community if most factors were favorable (see Table
19).
TABLE 19
FACTORS AFFECTING COMNUNITY SERVICES OF THIRTY-NINE
COLLEGE LIBRARIES -
WOne of these libraries receives gift-s of various
tension work, the college pays the salaries only.
Did Noi~ - -
Factors - Yes No Indjcate Not Sure Total
The physical plant is suffi
cient only to meet the needs -
of the students and faculty
members 11 114. 14. - 39
Book resources are suf~joj-ent
to warrant increasing Service - - -
to community - 19 16 14. - - 39
Professional staff is carry— -
ing capacity work load 30 7 2 - 39
Library budget is adequate----
to support service to the * -
community e 28 3 39
Location of library makes-- - - - -
it difficult to serve the
community 6 32 1 - 39
Other local libraries are
meeting needs-of community 12 18 3 6 39
If most factors were favor
able, would be willing to
inorease services to the




Ten of the thirty—nine college libraries oonsidered, do
not have--as a part of their purposes to participate actively in
community service. The most frequently mentioned factors that
limit community service are-the ~laok of library personnel,
seating space and book resources. More than half, twenty—eight
of ‘the library budgets are inadequate to support service to the
community. Seven- or less -than one-fourth of the librarians, feel
that their professional staffs are not now carrying capacity
work—loads. Two of the libraries have--official regulations which
prohibit this type of service, and twelve are in-communities
where the other libraries are meeting the needs of the people.
The root of the problem seems to hinge around the fact
that inadequate budgets whioh result in limited book resources
and library personnel prohibit expanded-services- to the eommunity.
The location and adequacy of the physical plant are -also strong
contributing factors.
CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND REC OMMEN DAT IONS
It has ge-ne-rally beenthought and in many cases proved,
that college libraries- have- for- the most part concentrated on
the needs of the-resident-student, faculty members, and others
connected with the institution,and have--neglected the members
of the community. Many -ool1e-ge-~-libra-ries are unaware of the
servioe they could offer--to their communities or do not feel
that it is their duty to do so. -As many colleges-- may be located
in areas where-there are no other library facilities or limited
facilities, it would be logical to assume.:t-hat:it would be their
respons-ibility to open their doors and to exten& their facilities
liberally to all tI~se seeking knowledge out of books and ma.
terials- within the library.
This study assumes that the college library has provided
the necessary materials for their studemts--and faculty members
to carry out the- aims of the institution, a-nd- that- some are also
going outside-of the college-to offer-- servicesto members of the
community. To what extent a-re-c olieg-e~lib-rarie-s- actually doing
this and in what particular areas? If sons- college libraries
are net serving the community, an attempt -~-was~--made~---to-- find out
if they-are planning programs--of-thi-s-typ-e-for-the---future. An
other purpose of th-isstudy was to determine if there is any
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degree of cooperation. between the college library and other li
braries that may be in the locality and if so in.wbat- areas of
librarianship does this cooperation exist? This~ study- seeks to
answer these-questions and to bring to the attention of college
libraries-the areas in whioh they might consider the extension
of their present services in order to give muchneeded aid to
lay community people in line with current trends in formal and
in formal adult education prog rams.~
This study concerns itself with thirty—nine college ii
braries which serve Negroes predominantly. Thirty—two of the
thirty—nine colleges are-located-in s-out-he-rn states ~and nineteen
are concentrated in four states-; North Carolina, Alabama, Texas,
and Georgia. The- general information concerning- the student en
rollments, library holdings, si:e--a~.doompósition of the staffs
and the other libraries or library services offered in the com
munities presented a very heterogeneous picture.
The student enrollments range from 300 to 2,600 students.
Seventeen of the colleges are-privately controlled and twenty—two
are-tax supported. In general, the private college-s~have smaller
student enrollments, fewer periodical subscriptions, fewer staff
members, and are located in smaller communities. In contrast to
the publicly supported colleges they-have larger book collections.
Seven of b-he college librar~es áonoerned are- located in
communities where other library facilities are not available to
the Negro population.
The majority of the libraries included in the study do
not participate with other local libraries in cooperative
cataloging, book buying, development of bibliographical tools
or in the exchange of acquisitions lists. Cooperative cataloging,
joint book buying in order to obtain higher discounts and to
avoid unnecessary duplication in certain subjeot areas is almost
non—existent. It would beto thead.vantage of those pe-rsons re
sponsible for determining the library’s policies to study or sur
vey the libraries which engage in cooperative cataloging and
joint bookbuying and have found such a praotieeto be effective
and beneficial. They would t1~n be able to determine the merits
of these types of programs and might be able to incorporate into
their own procedures those aspects of this kind of a program
which would prove most advantageous to them. is the cost and
time of such surveys are often prohibitive for one• library to
undertake, several libraries in the same area could cooperate in
this venture.
Chase Dana: makes this suggestion in his article, “The
!~eed for a Research Program in Library Problems,”
Libraries could contribute to a fund which would be used
to finance research teams and projects. The individual li
brary would receive a long—term return on its investment in
the way of improved methods and techniques. It would receive
a short-tern return in the way of published retorts on re
seaxch immediately applicable to its problems.L
Every library regardless of its size has at least one
book, pamphlet, or materials in a~ special interest area that no
other library has. Much valuable material has been neglected and
over—looked as no one outside of the library where it is housed
1Chase Dana, “The Need for a Research Program in Library
Problems,” College and Research Libraries, XVI, (January, 1955)
22.
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was aware of its existence-. Bibliographical tools are needed
in order to make known the availability of these materials. No
library is too small to contribute something to the development
of thes@ tools on the local, regional and national levels. All
of the libraries in this study should find it profitable to con
sider including this service in their programs.
The exchange of acquisition lists aids greatly in inter-
library loans. About one third of the libraries in this study
exchange lists now and a few more are considering it for the
future. -
It is recommended that more of the libraries engage in
the practice of exchanging acquisitions listsnot only for its
value from the-standpoint of inter-library loan purposes, but
also as a- possible aid in cataloging procedures. If the class
number of a new title is included in the acquisitions list,
difficult titles might be processed more quickly with the aid of
suggestions as to where other librarians have classified them.
The picture for the joint sponsorship with other libraries
and community organizations in some projects is somewhat better,
although t-here is considerable room for improvement. A little
more than. half participate in some type of project and about
half of them reported that tky do not now participate in this
area of service but they are planning-to do so in the future. A
number of libraries now participating in those-projects have
plans for extending their programs to include more- projects.
Those persons responsible for formulating the policy of the li
brary should explore the possibilities and necessities of
51
participate in community projects. The first five reasons are
often the result of inadequate library budgets, whereas the last
is probably the result of little or no publicity on the part of
the library. At first thought the problem of inadequatebudgets
may act as a deterrent for community servióe. Upon closer exami
nation of the library’s program, aims andobjectives, and rou
tines, it is possible that with a reorganization of staff work
schedules, and a cooperative working plan with other libraries,
perhaps even a limited budget could be utilized more effectively.
~‘or example, if the cost of cataloging.. oouldbe reduced by a
program of cooperative cataloging, this money saved could be
channeled into securing more books and materials. If the cost
of acquisitions could be reduced by joint book buying in order
to avoid unnecessary duplication by libraries in the same area
and also in order to secure larger discounts, so~- of the money
now allotted for acquisitions could be diverted into other needed
areas such as the~extension of community service...
It should bethe task of each library to formulate a
working plan for participating in community service by:
1. Determining the needs of the oommunity and how the
library can best meet these needs.
2. Making the persons responsible for the shaping the
library’s policies aware of the role the college
library must play in a changing democratic society.
3. Making the most effective and efficient use of their
resources through cooperative library programs.
4.. Making the community aware of the great value the
library can be to them.
XI~~~jjy
QUESTIONNAIRE ON COMMUNITY SERVICE
PROGRAMS OF SELECTED NEGRO
COLLEGE LIBRARIES
I. GENERAL DATA
Student enrollment (1952-53 summer and regular sohool) ______
Number of volumes in college library as of June 1, 1953




Number of full—time professional staff members______________
Numbe-r of part-time professional staff members
Number of full-time clerical workers (non—stt~i1ent~_________
Number of part—time clerical workers (non-student)



























junior college library- Give number
bookmobile service (from
oity~ library) Give number_
bookmobile service (from
county library-) Give number
II. COOPERATION WITH OTHER LOCAL. LIBRARIES
A. In order to secure larger discounts, does the library
join with other libraries in a book buying plan?
Yes No
(1) If answer to A is “yes”, check type or types of
libraries participating: public , other colleges
and universities , high school, speoial___,
other .
(2) If answer to A is “no”, are any plans under oon—
sideration for doing so? Yes No~. Not sure_
(3) If answer to A (2) is “yes”, oheok-type or types of
libraries participating: public , other colleges
and universities , high school , speoial_,
other. -
(1~.) If answer to A (2) is “no”, would your library be
interested in participating in sucha plan?
Yes —No Not sure
B. Does theeollege. library participate ~n a~~rógram of co—
eperative.catalogjng which includes the: sharing of the
work of cataloging so that the participating libraries
us~ the combined labor of t)ose contributing? Yes_No___
(1) If answer to B is “yes”,c heck type or types of li
braries participating: publió • other colleges and
universities, high school, speoial_, other_.
(2) If answer to B is “no”, are any’ plans under con
sideration for doing so? Yes ITo
(3) If answer to B (2) is “yes”, check type or types of
libraries participating: publie , other colleges
and universities , high sohooT~speoia1 ,
other •
(k) If answer to B (2) is “no”, would your library be
interested in participating in such a plan?
Ye~ No Not sure
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C. In order to avoid unnecessary duplication of holdings,
does the library have any agreement with other libraries
concerning the responsibility each library takes for
purchasing in specific subject areas? Yes No___
(1) If answer to C is. “yes”, check the type or types of
libraries participating: public ~, other colleges
and universities_, high seheol_, other.
(2) If answer to C is “no”, is such a plan being con
sidered? Y~s*No___
(3) If answer to 0 (2) is “yes”, cheek type or types of
libraries participating: public, other colleges and
universities, high so ho ol_, spec ia1_, other.
(Li.) If answer to C (2) is “no”, would your library be
interested in participating in suobaplan?
Yes ~1o Not~•.sure •
D. Does the library participate in the develópmeñt of bibli
ographioal tools such as:
City Regional National
Yes No Yes No Yes No
union catalog
union list of serials
B. Does your library issue a printed or mimeographed list of
acquisitions? Yes_ No_
(1) Are your lists of acquisitions exchanged with other
local libraries? Yes No.___
(2) If the answer to B (1) is “no”, are there plans for
such an exchange? Yes Ne_
F. Does the college library share joint sponsorship with













(1) If there is no cooperation indicated in question F,
are such plans being considered? Yes_ No
G. Does the college library house a branch (Yes No ) or
serve as a deposit station (Yes_No ) for ~hi p~Tio
library?
H. Is your college planning a new library building (Yes
No) or a new addition to the library (Yes_No3~
(1) If the answer to H is “yes”, do the plans take into
consideration the probabie~ use made by~ citizens,
business and industries of the local community?
Yes No
• • . of the state? Yes No
I. Is the high school library set up to give service to the
community? Yes No
III. CI CULATION POLICIES
A. Is the privilege given to persor~ n~ enrolled as students
or employed by thecollege for borrowing library materials?
Only through By presentation
inter-library of card or identi—
loan fication
(i) alumni
(2) persons living within
local community
(3) persons living outside
local community




B. Does the library charge a fee to persons not enrolled as
students or employed by the college for the privilege of
using the library?
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Yes No Amount of fee






o ommunit y _______




C. Does the library lend th. following types of materials














(7) phonograph records ___ ___
(8) tape recordings ___
(9) package libraries ___
(10) microfilm ___
(11) miorooards























B. Are telephone referenc, questions from others than en
rolled students and employees of the college answered if
poasib1e?~ Yes_ No_
(i) Please check the group of figures which most nearly
represents the number of p~ s~ a seeking assistance
during the 1952-53 sc1~o1 year
D. Please check the group of figures which most nearly
represents the number of borrowers other than enrolled






B. Please check the group of figures- which most nearly
represents the circulation of books during t~e 1952—
1953 school year for borrowers ~.other than enrolled stu
dents and employees of the college.
none 601-700 1751-2000 .3501—3750
1ess~Ean 100 701—800 2001-2250 3751-l4.000
101—200 — 801—900 2251-2500 1~001—L.25o
201-300___ 901-l00~ 2501—2750 L~251—14.550
301—i1.0O___ 100l—1250 275l-3000 k551-L.75o
k01-5oo~ 1251—1500 3001-325ó L~.751—5ooo
501-6oo 1501—1750: 3251-3500 over 5000
F. Are materials on special subjects brought together in one
place in the library for use of individuals, Study groups
or organizations outside the college? Yes_No
IV. REFBRENCE SERVICB.
A. Are persons other than enrolled students and employees
of the college requesting assistance with reference
questions given, the necessary help? Yes_ No_
(1) Please check the group of figures which most nearly
represents the number of persons seeking assistance



















A. On general program
(1) Is public ity’ given in the local papers and alumni
bulletin in regard to:
local paper alumni bulletin
Yes No Yea No
(a) gifts to thefl
library of
local interest


















(2) Please check tl~ group of figures which most nearly
represents the number of items appearing in local






















(3) Does the library invite the community to attend pro
grams, exhibits, forums, teas, etc., sponsored by the
library?
never occasionally____ always
B. On borrowing privileges.
(1) Who defines the regulations for borrowers other than
enrolled students and. employees of the college?






(2) How do you publicize the regulations for borrowers
other than enrolled students and employees of the
college? (Please check appropriate statement)
a part of the. library’s publ~oity program______
explained upon individual request______
generally publicized to local librarians_______
not publicized______
VI. SERVICES TO THE COMMUNITY
A. Does the library have conference rooms or a lecture halt
within the building? Yes No_
(1) If answer is “yes”, are community organizations and
study groups outside the college granted the privi
lege of using these facilities? Yes No
B. Does the library cooperate with comniunity sponsored
projects such as:





Yes No Planning to
lecture series
film forums
discussion groups — —
great books course — —~
children’s programs —
American heritage program —
C. Does the library take an active part with the college in
sponsoring projects focused on adult education or community
welfare?
Yes No Planning to
lecture series
college anniversary — — —
art exhibits ___
music series
adult education courses -
great books courses — — —
D. Does the library have a program of àontinuous acquisitions
in the area of local history?




VII. FACTORS LIMITING CO~ffUNITY SERVICE
A. Is it a part of the purposes of your college library to
participate-actively in community servioe-?- Yes No
B. If your answer to A is Rno~ please check the reason:
lack of seating space______
prohibitive official regulation______
lack of library personnel -
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lack of library books and materials
other (please specify)______________
C. Is the physical plant of the college library sufficient
only to meet the needs of the college students and
faculty? Yes No~
D. Are the book resources Buffiojent to warrant increasing
service to the community and the students? Yes No
E. Do you feel that the professional staff is now carrying
a capacity work—load and additional Service-responsi
bilities to the general public should not be added to
their schedules? Ye-s~No
F. Do you feel that the present library budget is adequate
to support service to the community as well as to the
college students and faculty? Yes_~No
G. Does the location of the college library make it diffi
cult to serve the community? Yes_No_
H. Are the tax supported libraries meeting the needs of
the community? Yes No
I. If most factors were-- favorable would your library be
willing to increase its services to the community?
Yes No Notsure
J. Do you wish a resume of the findings of this invest iga
tion sent to your library? -~ Yes_No
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